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Former judge admits flaws with secret FISA court

WASHINGTON A former federal judge who served on
a secret court overseeing the National Security

Agency's secret surveillance programs denied Tuesday that the judges act as "rubber stamps." But James Robertson said the system is flawed because of its
failure to allow legal adversaries to question the government's actions.

"Anyone who has been a judge will tell you a judge needs to hear both sides of a case," Robertson, a former federal district judge based in Washington who
served on the secret Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court, said during a hearing of the federal oversight board directed by President Barack Obama to
scrutinize government spying.

Robertson questioned whether the secret FISA court should play the role of providing legal approval for the surveillance programs, saying the court "has
turned into something like an administrative agency."

Group to ask high court to stop some NSA spying now: Report
Russian official: Venezuela is Snowden's last chance
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Much of the NSA's surveillance is overseen by the FISA court, which meets in secret and renders rulings that are classified. Many of these rulings also likely
been disclosed by Edward Snowden, the NSA systems analyst who leaked significant information about the spying program. After Snowden began exposing
the NSA's operations in June, Obama instructed the board to lead a "national conversation" about the secret programs. The board has been given several secret
briefings by national security officials and it plans a comprehensive inquiry and a public report on the matter.

The board's chairman, David Medine, had told The Associated Press in advance of Tuesday's hearing that "our primary focus will be on the programs
themselves. Based on what we've learned so far, further questions are warranted."

Robertson, who said he asked to join the FISA court "to see what it was up to," had previously played a central role in national security law. Robertson was
the judge who ruled against the Bush administration in the landmark Hamdan vs. Rumsfeld case, which granted inmates at the U.S. naval prison at
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, the right to challenge their detentions. That ruling was upheld by the Supreme Court in 2006.

Robertson said Tuesday that FISA court judges have been scrupulous in pushing back at times against the government, repeatedly sending back flawed
warrants. But he warned that Congress' 2008 reform of the FISA system expanded the government's authority by forcing the court to approve entire
surveillance systems, not just surveillance warrants, as it previously handled. Robertson said the system needed the presence of a legal adversary to act as a
check on the government's programs.

"This process needs an adversary," Robertson said, suggesting that the oversight board itself might play that role in the secret legal setting.

The board heard Tuesday from civil liberties activists and former Bush administration lawyers in its first public event since the spying operations were
revealed in news reports.

American Civil Liberties Union Deputy Legal Director Jameel Jaffer warned the oversight board that the government's massive sweeps of cellphone and
telephone call logs and other data on phone and Internet communications erode privacy protections guaranteed by the Fourth Amendment to the Constitution.
The amendment protects against unreasonable search and seizure.

Snowden's disclosures revealed that the NSA collects phone "metadata" - records that omitted only the actual contents of conversations - from millions of
Americans. A separate NSA surveillance program aimed solely at foreign terrorist suspects also sweeps up metadata about the Internet communications from
smaller numbers of Americans, federal officials have acknowledged. Obama urged Americans not to worry about the secret programs because the contents of
their communications are rarely targeted.

The president and the director of national intelligence "have been at pains to emphasize that the government is collecting metadata, not content," Jaffer said in
advance remarks obtained by the AP. "But the suggestion that metadata is somehow beyond the reach of the Constitution is wrong. For Fourth Amendment
purposes, the crucial question is not whether the government is collecting content or metadata but whether it is invading the reasonable expectation of privacy.
Here, it clearly is."

Jaffer has urged stricter limits on government surveillance as well as new oversight mechanisms. One of the oversight board's members, James Dempsey, is a
top official with the Center for Democracy and Technology, a civil liberties advocacy group.

Steven Bradbury, a former top Bush administration lawyer who played a central role in national security decisions, said that the massive trawling of phone
metadata was critical to "connect the dots" to terrorist operations inside the U.S. Bradbury said the metadata did not compromise the content of Americans'
private communications and was carefully segregated from data targeted by counter-terror investigations. Federal officials have said there were less than 300
queries of the vast inventory of stored metadata in 2012.

Bradbury, who headed the Office of Legal Counsel at the Justice Department, wrote several legal memos backing the CIA's limited use of harsh interrogation
techniques on terrorist suspects, including simulated drowning. But he also signed other memos that placed legal brakes on some of the Bush administration's
expanded national security authority.

Two of the oversight board's members also worked as Bush administration lawyers. Elisebeth Collins Cook is a former Justice Department lawyer who drafted
revised guidelines in 2008 that expanded the FBI's ability to conduct domestic intelligence investigations. The guidelines gave FBI agents involved in national
security probes new authority to conduct physical surveillance without a court order and to interview people without identifying themselves as federal agents.

Oversight board member Rachel Brand is another former Bush Justice lawyer who urged Congress to give the FBI expanded authority to use what are called
national security letters and administrative subpoenas to obtain information in terrorism investigations. The use of such tools is limited but can allow federal
investigators to demand data without direct judicial approval.

The oversight board is appointed by the president but reports to Congress. David Cole, a professor of constitutional and national security law at Georgetown
University, said the board faces high expectations.

"Their very existence may make government officials more careful about their surveillance programs because they will know that a board empowered and
obligated to report on privacy and civil liberties abuses exists," Cole said.

© 2013 The Associated Press. All Rights Reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed. 
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Open for business: Government shutdown, default averted

Deal reached: Congress on path to end fiscal stalemate
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webgone says:

Too much partisan in here,
but thanks to Snowden we talk more about it now.

May be coming around the corner to acknowledge some.
reply

linkicon reporticon emailicon
peter_out says:

Though the terrorist police claim only to be collecting "dots" we know from recent experience such claims are entirely lies. 

Conservative people, in this time of Obama, are being profiled and can count on Obama police viewing and analyzing all content of all their
conversations, emails, letters, and purchases, and those of all their friends.

It's the nature of Obama. Everybody not voting with Obama is a terrorist in the President's view.
reply

netjunkie1 replies:
linkicon reporticon emailicon
I think the concept was unamerican in spirit to begin with.
It goes against the core of our national character, and is self defeating as it is unacceptable. I will NEVER yield, and I will preserve, protect, and
defend the constitution to the best of my ability until the day they kill me or this new world tyranny ends.

John782011 replies:
linkicon reporticon emailicon
Does that mean your voting booth brought to you by Romney's son was bugged?

linkicon reporticon emailicon
StuffedLlama says:

One of the fundamental foundations of our Constitution and any free republic is "free and open courts." The very existence of secret courts is anathema
to our traditions, law, and Constitution. Secret courts do not belong in America.
reply

linkicon reporticon emailicon
fred8780 says:

What is it about a secret court that is the silent arbiter between a secret agency and the unknowing American people who are not even allowed informed
legal representation under the secret laws that are being secretly enforced that does not quite ring true?

Is it possible that we have strayed that far from the vision of our founding fathers? My God! The British under George III were absolute paragons of
democratic virtue by comparison.
reply
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djseavy says:

It seems our government is writing the second edition or Orwell's 1984. The only difference is this edition won't go to public print.
reply

linkicon reporticon emailicon
StrykerG201 says:

I have to agree with you DEAD_NANCY. It seems that our so called elected officials in Washington can't beat the legal judicial system so they invent
their own. I call it putting themselves above and outside of the law. They do this so they don't have to answer to anyone and can maintain their own total
and supreme power. A totalitarian regime, that's putting it mildly....... Hitler had the same political organization with Hitler's gestapo related to our
current day NSA and Hitler's judicial system of the SS related to our current day FISA. I see no difference between Hitler's Nazi socialism and our
current political system. Frankly Hitler didn't loose WWII when compared to America's political system today he actually won.
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You are correct, along with the deal with lucky luciano, the government has fallen into corruption of a combined evils.

Prescott Bush, GHWBush's father was bank director of NYUnionCorp. which was Hitler's link to American Resources. 
In 1934, he conspired to overthrow the US government and install a fascist government in a coup on the whitehouse.
In 1942, J. Edgar Hoover shut down his bank.
His involvement in WW1 intelligence became very useful to the NAZI
influence of our nation.
It can be argued the US government is a hydra.
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sandiegopete says:

The FISA court is the highest court in the land. Its decisions are not appealable to the Supreme Court. The FISA court provides support for the NSA, our
secret police. The secret police can do as they please to any U.S. citizen and there is nothing any citizen can do about it. A dark cloak has descended
over the United States. Someday we will learn that those border fences were designed to keep people in, not out.
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matt6052 says:

If the good judge disagrees with the collection of his phone records by the NSA with the approval of the FISA court, why doesn't he appeal to the
Supreme Court of the United States? 

Like in Gideon v. Wainwright, the Supreme Court can accept a case directly from anyone. Gideon was a prisoner who said his lack of court appointed
counsel was a violation of his right to a fair trial. He wrote an appeal in his own handwriting. That might not be such a bad idea this time either, since
the NSA scoops up a lot of Internet traffic in addition to phone records too!
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ConstantineXIII says:

Obama campaigned against the Patriot Act and George Bush's use of the Patriot Act. We have learned now that Obama not only approves of all aspects
of the Patriot Act but that he has increased the use of surveillance under the Patriot Act to proportions never used and/or perhaps even contemplated
under Bush. Many of Obama's supporters, however, despite the obvious evidence Obama lied to them and has essentially repealed the 4th Amendment
by his use of surveillance, nevertheless(like a spouse in a bad abusive relationship hoping someday the abusive spouse will turnaround) cling
desperately to Obama.
reply

WGerP226 replies:
linkicon reporticon emailicon
Your analogy is perfect. Those that were criticizing W for doing certains things are now defending Obama for doing the same things--perhaps
even taking it to another level. Liberal Koolaid is a powerful brew of hypocrisy and rationalization.
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josephp5 says:

It appears that this secret court has approved the government collecting all communications of all Americans at all times, so what do they even have left
to do all day?
reply

micmac666 replies:
linkicon reporticon emailicon
It seems that the back-log would pile up pretty quickly, doesn't it?
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